Agreement concerning further cooperation between
partners from the capital region in the
“Urban Node Berlin-Brandenburg”

Preamble
The capital region of Berlin-Brandenburg is an important European transport node, a hub for European freight and
passenger transport and a dynamic area of economic and socio-cultural development.
As an “urban node”, the capital region is an important element of the trans-European transport network. Three of
the multi-modal core network corridors intersect here:


The Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor as a north-south axis from Malta – Italy via Hamburg and Rostock
to Scandinavia.



The North Sea - Baltic corridor of Bremerhaven / Rotterdam / Antwerp – Berlin – Warsaw – Lithuania – Latvia
– Estonia – Finland connects the ports in western Europe with terminals in north-east Europe.



The Orient / East Mediterranean corridor connecting the German North Sea and Baltic Sea regions via Berlin
to the Czech Republic – Austria / Slovakia – Hungary to the Black Sea (Bulgaria / Romania) and to the
Mediterranean (Greece).

Conditions
The signatories assume that


the significance and capacity of the “Urban Node Berlin-Brandenburg” as a multi-modal freight and passenger
transport region linking up European, national, regional and local traffic flows will increase.



the improvement of the “Urban Node Berlin-Brandenburg” with measures coordinated infrastructurally and
spatially between the capital region and DG MOVE will benefit the acceptance and strengthening of the transEuropean node function.



the interdisciplinary and multi-level ways of cooperation and communication together with the European
corridor coordinators are necessary for the significance of the “Urban Node Berlin-Brandenburg”.



the “Urban Node Berlin-Brandenburg” is arranged with the joint innovation strategy, Smart City Initiative and
the established cluster transport, mobility and logistics in a way which is future-oriented.

Targets
The signatories agree that the multi-level dialogue “Urban Node Berlin-Brandenburg” must be continued so that


the integration of the urban node in the TEN T core network can be optimised and the impact of the expected
increase in traffic volume can be shaped in a way which is socially and environmentally compatible.



the investment-related motivation and cooperation for the use and implementation of TEN subsidy
opportunities in the region can be increased and the synergies between different funding instruments, such as
Interreg and Horizon 2020, can thereby be used.



the mutual information and opinion-forming concerning intended and planned investments and networking
(e.g. project applications) with EU and corridor relevance is made possible.



experiences of and proposals for interdisciplinary cooperation can be disseminated.

Next Steps
The signatories


ask DG MOVE, the TEN T corridor coordinators, DG REGIO and the federal government to supervise the
continuation of this process in an active way.



agree to participate in this process actively and support the corridor coordinators in implementing the CEF
measures within the framework of their capacities further on.



will also conduct dialogue events on spatial or topical themes once or twice a year and, in doing so, use the
available formats such as seminars, workshops and / or conferences in particular.



will be available to the coordinators as stakeholders in the urban node for the further development of work
plans and studies and support the exchange with other nodes, among other things on the topics of transport
and innovations.



will participate actively in the corridor fora in order to foster the process of multi-level governance.



propose that Interreg B projects or active participation in TEN T / CEF calls be used during the current funding
period.



offer to support the (realisation) process of suitable projects in the urban node with added European value on
a political and specialist basis.



also offer to support measures which contribute to the functioning and acceptance of the urban transport
node, the capital region.
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